BREAKING
BARRIERS

Cyril Ramaphosa reiterated the need to give young people a real
start in the world of work. Harambee Youth Employment Accelerator
partners with others to break the barriers youth face on their journey
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increase in the pass rate from 75% to 78%, the reality is that too few of
these youth will end up in jobs.
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Harambee’s employment rate is lower than that of the
Quarterly Labour Force Survey because Harambee reaches
excluded youth who tend to face higher structural barriers
to employment. However Harambee’s employment rate
seasonality in hiring.

Labour Force Survey (QLFS), the employment rate for youth
aged 18 – 34 increased by 0.5 percentage points to 52.3%
over the past quarter.

young people working now than there were then despite
the labour force in this group growing by almost 1 million
entered the labour market with no net new jobs being
created.
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KEY INSIGHTS
FOR THIS
QUARTER

Figure 1: Schooling still matters for work

Matric
Certificate

Insight 1: Finishing matric (secondary school)
still matters for finding a job
In comparing the employment outcomes for Harambee youth
who have completed their high schooling versus those who
haven’t, we see that those with a high school qualification are
more likely to be active in the economy.

+31%
more likely to
be working

=

more likely to be
in work longer
then a year

+20%

This is supported by analysis conducted by the research
from the University of Cape Town. The South African Labour
Development Research Unit found an 8% difference in
economic activity and connection to the labour market between
youth who completed matric versus those who didn’t.

Insight 2: School results are not always a
predictor of performance

+28%
more likely to
be in a higher
paying job

Source: Source: Harambee data
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A recent Harambee analysis demonstrates that if
employers hire on the basis of numeracy scores – and
not look at learning potential – they would exclude
nearly 90% of youth who might have the ability to learn
what is needed for the job.

Source: Harambee’s own data

Insight 3: It’s not (just) about skills
Based on our work over the last eight years with 500 employers and 500,000 work-seekers, we have come to
understand that employability maps to six broad dimensions, of which skills (functional competencies) is only one.
Harambee’s Employability Map represents what we know about the requirements of entry-level jobs and young
people and how we can enable and support a young person’s pathway to find and secure an opportunity.
Figure 3: Harambee Employability MapTM
Socio-demographics

These are characteristics of a population such as
age, gender, ethnicity, education level, income,
years of experience, location, etc.

Occupation Speciﬁc Requirements
Speciﬁc competencies required for an
opportunity, which can be represented by
a certiﬁcate or a license
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There is an overlap between what the
opportunity oﬀers and what the person
is willing to accept.

Functional Competencies

This describes the knowledge and/or
abilities required to do a particular job
task, duty or responsibilities
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Source: Harambee’s own data
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Often employers use a young person’s school results,
in particular their mathematical ability, as the basis for
determining their suitability for jobs. However, these
aren’t necessarily predictors of the young person’s
ability to perform and succeed at work. For example,
one of Harambee’s matching tools is a learning potential
assessment that measures the ability to learn new
information quickly.
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Figure 2: School results are not always a predictor
of performance
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Harambee Employability Map TM

Behaviours for Work

These are the ways a person
acts or conducts themselves
(especially towards others) which
contributes to success in work

Socialisation for Work

This describes adaptability to the social
elements of the working environment

Insight 4: A tertiary degree is not a reality
for many South African youth

A tertiary degree is not a reality for many South African
youth, they need new pathways. University is not a
destination for many who start school. In fact, the
qualifications pyramid in South Africa shows that only
4 youth will graduate with a university degree for every
100 who start schooling. Yet, our system is too focused
on formal qualifications and higher education. We
need to create alternative pathways to work that are
shorter, more cost-effective and can equip youth with
what is needed for work. Harambee’s partnerships to
create new pathways for youth to work in installation,
repair and maintenance is one example of defining new
requirements with industry partners and TVET colleges.

Figure 4: Qualifications hierarchy graph
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Write Matric
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Pass Matric
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14 Bachelor Passes
12 Diploma Passes

Access University

12

9 Go Immediately / 3 Go Later

Complete Undergrad Qualiﬁcation

Complete Degree

6
4

Get some kind of undergraduate
qualiﬁcation within 6 years after matric

Get a degree within 6 years after matric

Source: Higher education access and outcomes for the 2008 national matric cohort’,
Hendrik van Broekhuizen, Servaas van Der Berg, and Heleen Hofmeyr, Stellenbosch
University working papers, 2016

YOUTH VOICES
Go to the Breaking Barriers page on www.harambee.co.za to view our Youth Voices video.

SOLUTIONS
What can employers do?
✓

Employers need a holistic view of what is needed for success rather than solely looking at school performance.

✓

School reports reflect historic achievements but don’t always reflect future potential. A young person’s learning
potential provides another lens to identify relevant competencies beyond school results.

✓

Youth need more information about the jobs that are available. When advertising, employers can provide better
insights into the company, what work is done, and more detailed job descriptions.

